Your input to Simply, Enable, Leverage and Resource the Navy Reserve serve to inform the R2W Action Plan. Keep the great ideas coming.

SIMPLIFY...

• **NEW** e-Lodging. Navy Reserve e-Lodging allows Sailors to submit or cancel a lodging request, view status, and receive notification when the reservation is confirmed. You can make your request at your convenience and receive updates and notifications in the app, or have them automatically sent to your email. No more waiting for office hours to submit paper requests, and no more tracking down the right person at the NOSC to submit your request.

• **NEW** The automated award writer (AUTONAM) is now accessible through the SharePoint Portal on MyNRH. AUTONAM simplifies the drafting of awards and their corresponding 1650 forms. The generated award write-up and 1650 may also be further customized in Microsoft Word.

• **NEW** Personnel Move Requests (PMR) automated portal. Electronic PMR submission is now accessible through the N1 SharePoint portal on MyNRH. Operational Support Officers are automatically notified when a decision is made on a submitted PMR.

• **NEW** Two unit approvers are no longer required to adjudicate IDT periods. Once a member is mustered, only a single unit approval is required before the IDT period is routed to the NRA.

• The requirement for CONUS ADSW to be processed via Navy Mobilization Processing Sites (NMPS) or Expeditionary Combat Readiness Center (ECRC) was eliminated, streamlining Sailors’ routes to their ADSW duty station.

• Physical Risk Category-B personnel (non-physically qualified) no longer need to submit a Medical Retention Review waivers for any change in status – they now only need to submit when they experience an adverse change in medical status.

• A clarifying statement was added to paragraph one of the NAVPERS 1070/13 (page 13 for Transfer to the Administrative Processing Unit) that informs the APU Sailor of the continued requirement for AT waiver.

• In the works: The interface between NROWS and the Reserve Headquarters System (RHS) will be improved to allow NROWS to recognize all NECs/NOBCs in Sailors’ records, not just those in the first two positions. This will clarify special pay entitlements members are entitled.
• An easy to find, publicly available site for all Navy Reserve Instructions and messages as well as enabling search ability within the instructions themselves, (Control-F to find words). All Navy Reserve Instructions are now available on the public side and are fully searchable!
ENABLE...

- COMNAVRESFORINST 1000.9 was issued which allows and outlines requirements for telework. Initial issuance held approval at OSO and NOSC level. Later revised (1000.9A) to move approval down to Unit CO level.

- Line of Duty (LOD) packages are now tracked via the Medical Readiness and Reporting System (MRRS) throughout the LOD process providing leadership updates and insight into progress.

- Issues with entering foreign addresses in NSIPS and NROWS were resolved and Standard Operating Procedures (SOP-013) was provided to assist SELRES.

- RESPERMAN was updated to allow NOSC/NRA COs to authorize SELRES access to admin systems for the duration of any ADT/ADSW.

LEVERAGE...

- Medical subspecialties in NSIPS questionnaires were expanded and the requirement for the redundant NAVPERS 1001/3, Ready Reserve Screening Questionnaire (RRSQ) was eliminated.

RESOURCE...

- Navy Counselors (NC) were assigned to NOSCs with more than 285 SELRES with plans to phase in NCs to NOSCs with more than 150 SELRES.

- COMNAVRESFORNOTE 1001 was updated to clarify requirements that any active duty period completed for FY (12 or more days of any kind of active duty) satisfies new affiliate Annual AT requirement.

The Way Forward

Each “win” is because of you. Visit www.r2w.navy.mil for links to submit and share your ideas, track progress of action and see wins from across the Force.

By taking action we will strengthen our Navy team and ensure we remain ready to win!